
Boot ROM
(hardware)

verify LLB verifies OK:
load and run LLB

fails verification:
go into DFU mode

Connect another Mac
Configurator 2 connects to restore etc.

LLB
Low-Level Bootloader

iBoot1 or Stage 1
(Flash memory)

iBoot2
“iBoot” to the user

(internal SSD)

read NVRAM 
to discover the intended boot volume

get LocalPolicy hash
from Secure Enclave 
storage (xART)

if unavailable
get local blessed hash

validate LocalPolicy
in iSCPreboot in iBoot container

read LocalPolicy:
hashes for iBoot, paired Recovery, 

kernel ext collection, aux 
extensions, etc.

secure boot settings
SIP

SSV disabled etc.

locate target Preboot volume in 
boot macOS container

decrypt and verify iBoot Image4 in 
Preboot volume

verifies OK:
load and run iBoot2 
with supporting files

any error:
fall back to DFU

log into failboot-breadcrumbs in NVRAM

verify system-paired firmware

verify macOS-paired firmware

verify Boot Kernel Collection

verify any Auxiliary Kernel Collection

verify system trust cache

verify copy of SSV root hash

Verifications performed against 
hashes (signatures)
in accordance with LocalPolicy

load required firmware

load required firmware

verify, load and run macOS kernel

macOS kernel
XNU

(boot volume storage)
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load Image4 Validator
to access LocalPolicy

load security policy
AMFI, Sandbox, Quarantine

start access to Secure Enclave 
key store

start up subsystems which have 
been booting their firmware

start up other CPU cores

enable Gatekeeper

load APFS file system

locate boot volume

mount and root from system snapshot

validate on-disk root hash of SSV

locate and mount Recovery volume

if validation fails, panic kernel

validate lower-level hashes when 
accessing file system tree

locate and mount VM, Preboot 
and Update volumes

mount Apple_APFS_ISC volumes:
xART, iSCPreboot, Hardware

load Wi-Fi firmware and start Wi-Fi

adjust system clock

start userland kernel management

initialise with LocalPolicy settings

locate kext bundles

validate kexts in Boot Kernel Collection

load Boot Kernel Collection into kernel

locate, validate and load any 
Auxiliary Kernel Collection

disable kext loading/unloading 
and complete kernel management

continue to load and run 
remaining boot processes

log into Unified Log

failure/error

Key:

SSV

kexts

hardware

components

notes


